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TOOLKIT:  
BUILDING DIGITAL LEADERSHIP  
CAPABILITIES FOR THE BOARD

Boards of directors are ultimately accountable for 
strategic decision-making and control in organi-
zations. Financial and legal matters dominate the 
agendas of board meetings, which is often reflected 
in board composition. But what about IT-related 
matters? This is a prominent question in an era 
where IT is a crucial contributing factor to the com-
petitiveness of many organizations. Indeed, more 
and more organizations are very dependent on IT for 
the creation of their business value. Digital disruption 
is all around us, and a vast number of organizations 
around the globe is actively thinking about digital 
transformation. Yet empirical evidence seems to 
indicate that boards of directors are not as involved 
in IT-related strategic decision-making and control as 
they should be. 

In this context, this toolkit is written for boards who 
are seeking guidance on how to take up accountabil-
ity for governing their digital assets in their organi-
zations. 

The creation of this toolkit is based on an exten-
sive research program installed by the University of 
Antwerp - Antwerp Management School, CEGEKA, 
KPMG Belgium and Samsung Belgium on the role of 
the board in IT governance. You can read the results 
of our research at www.antwerpmanagementschool.
be/boarditgovernance. This toolkit is based on ear-
lier research steps where we reviewed state-of-the-
art literature on this topic, studied how boards are 
reporting on IT in their yearly reports and investi-
gated how corporate governance codes worldwide 
are addressing IT governance. The insights obtained 
helped in crafting the first draft of this toolkit, which 
was then further discussed in a workshop with 12 
board members from major Belgian and Dutch 
organizations in banking, utilities, telecommuni-
cations, media, technology and public sector. The 
conclusions of this panel discussion are published 
in a separate document on the research website. All 
these iterations resulted in this toolkit document. 



WHY SHOULD BOARDS ADDRESS  
IT GOVERNANCE 

Emerging research calls for more board level en-
gagement in IT governance and identifies serious 
consequences for digitized organizations in case 
the board is not involved setting direction towards 
and being in control over the digital assets. In terms 
of the role of the board to provide direction for the 
organization, digital assets have become fundamen-
tal for managing enterprise resources and business 
processes, dealing with suppliers and customers, and 
enabling increasingly global transactions. Disrup-
tive technologies can impact complete business 
and income models, or even make sectors obsolete 
in short timeframes (eg. AirBnB, Uber). But also in 
terms of accountability towards control, there is a 
growing need to comply with an increasing amount 
of regulatory and legal requirements of which many 
also impact IT (eg. privacy) and the continuity of 
reliability of most primary and secondary business 
processes rely heavily on IT. Finally, there is rising 
need for boards to provide transparency on how 
digitals assets are governed in their organization. 
Voluntary disclosure theory predicts that digitized 
firms can improve their liquidity and firm valuation 
through better information provisioning on the way 
they govern IT. 

Notwithstanding both the empirically and theore- 
tically demonstrated importance of board level IT 
governance, other studies point out that on average 
the involvement of boards in enterprise governance 
of IT is low and that boards should become more IT 
savvy to be able to govern the digitized organization. 
Or in other words, boards need to extend their gov-
ernance accountability, from often a mono-focus on 
finance and legal as proxy to corporate governance, 
to include technology and provide digital leadership 
and organizational capabilities to ensure that the 
enterprise’s IT sustains and extends the enterprise’s 
strategies and objectives.

“Indeed, the board might look at IT as a ‘non-issue’.
As a representation of  the shareholders, the focus often is 
on more strategic issues, such as for example mergers & 
acquisitions or liabilities, and in that case IT is often 
set apart as something operational”

(quote of a board member participating in the panel discussion with 12 board members)



WHAT IS BOARD LEVEL IT GOVERNANCE

IT governance, otherwise referred to as “enterprise 
governance of IT” or “corporate governance of IT”, is a 
focus area of corporate governance that is concerned 
with an organization’s digital assets. Analogously 
to corporate governance, it is concerned with the 
oversight of digital assets and their contribution to 
business value and the mitigation of IT-related risks. 

One of the most common references definitions in IT 
governance is stated by De Haes & Van Grembergen 
(2015) who explicitly indicate that it should operate 
at the same level as corporate governance. They 
define the concept as follows: “Enterprise govern-
ance of IT is an integral part of corporate governance 
exercised by the board overseeing the definition 
and implementation of processes, structures and 
relational mechanisms in the organization that enable 
both business and IT people to execute their respon-
sibilities in support of business/IT alignment and the 
creation of business value from IT-enabled business 
investments.” 

“The board should not look at the technical details of  IT. 
The real discussion should be about IT enabled business 
transformations and business risks. “

Many sources identify five areas or domains in the 
context of enterprise governance of IT that need to 
be addressed, more specifically: 
• Strategic alignment, with focus on aligning busi-

ness and IT strategies 
• Value delivery, concentrating on optimizing ex-

penses and proving the value of IT
• Risk management, addressing the IT related busi-

ness risks 
• Resource management, optimising IT related 

knowledge and sourcing
• Performance management, monitoring IT enabled 

investment and service delivery

(quote of a board member participating in the panel discussion with 12 board members)



HOW CAN BOARDS ADDRESS  
IT GOVERNANCE

Based on our research, we propose a three-step approach for boards to start engaging in IT governance. 

Figure 1. Nolan and McFarlan GriD

It might be that the board will conclude that they 
have activities in different quadrants as proposed in 
figure 1, or a continuously switching between quad-
rants. For example, it might be that some of the key 
business processes require mainly very reliable and 
cost-efficient support of IT (for example production 
processes in factory mode), while in parallel new 
products and services are developed that require 
innovative IT solutions (for example marketing 
processes in strategic mode). It is important for the 
board to understand and articulate such bi-modal or 
dynamic requirements in this step. Next (see step 2), 
it is up to the board to ensure that the organizational 
capabilities are designed in such a way that they can 
meet these requirements. 

Step 1: Articulate an understanding of the role of IT 

in the organization

As the required role of the board in IT governance 
might be different in diverse types of organizations, 
the first step the board should take is understand-
ing and determining the significance of IT and its 
role with respect to the business.  In this context, an 
instrumental toolkit is provided through the strate-
gic impact grid of Nolan and Mc Farlan (2005), see 
figure 1. Depending on the role of IT for the organiza-
tion, the board-level IT governance approach will be 
different (see step 2). 

The strategic impact grids defines four “IT use 
modes” along two axes (contingencies). A low need 
for new information technology entails a defensive IT 
strategy, whereas a high need requires an offensive 
IT strategy. The latter implies that business process-
es, income models, etc. will or need to be innovated 
through technology to gain new markets and cus-
tomers, to improve quality of services, etc. The spec-
trum is completed by the need for reliable informa-
tion technology: within a defensive IT strategy, a high 
need for reliability results in a “factory” use mode, a 
low need results in a “support” use mode. Factory 
mode implies that many or most of the business 
processes will fail to work when technology fails, with 
immediate impact on business continuity, turnover, 
sales etc. Within an offensive strategy, a high need 
for reliability results in a “strategic” use mode, a low 
need results in a “turnaround” mode. 
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Step 2: Establish the appropriate governance 

structures

Depending on the role of IT in the organization, 
an appropriate governance structure needs to be 
established. 

For organizations in the offensive mode, the board 
should consider to include the IT related topic as 
fixed agenda item within the board’s agenda or the 
agenda of the “strategy committee” supporting 
the board. Of course, this requires the chairman to 
take the necessary steps to make to board more “IT 
savvy” by appointing a member with IT governance 
expertise or evolving towards more multi-disciplined 
directors. 

Alternatively, the board could consider to establish 
a separate IT Strategy and Oversight Committee at 
the same level as the board-level audit or strategy 
committee. The essential advantage of the advisory 
role of the IT Strategy and Oversight Committee 
is facilitating deliberations on technology in order 
to help make informed decisions. To set up an IT 
Strategy and Oversight Committee, the appropri-
ate chairman and members need to be selected. 
Independent directors, with IT governance related 
expertise, could be considered to be the members of 
the committee. A charter has to be made of which a 
draft generic layout is provided below. Of course, the 
selection of the appropriate committee where IT will 
be discussed or prepared for the board, and the  

related charter requirements, will be highly depending 
on the existing dynamics and operating principles of 
the board. 

In case IT is of less strategic importance (defensive 
mode), the audit committee could at least take up 
the IT oversight role as part of its duties. Also the risk 
committee and audit committee are seen as valid 
structures by which board-level IT governance can 
be increased, certainly in view of the board’s limited 
time. However, the limited scope of these commit-
tees might result in an adequate focus on the risk 
aspect but insufficient attention towards the value 
and performance aspects of IT. 

Finally, it might be that the organizations band-with 
does not allow for installing separate committees 
within the board. In such case, it is up to the board’s 
chairman to bring in IT governance expertise within 
the board’s team or considering multi-skilled directors. 

“The board’s engagement in IT discussions highly depends 
on the composition of  the board. As such, as a chairman,  
I should ensure that we have a balanced team capable of  
also addressing the digital challenges, next to the many other 
topics on our agenda. This requires experts in the board, or 
multi-disciplined directors, who understand the governance 
challenges around IT and digital”. 

(quote of a board member participating in the panel discussion with 12 board members)



IT Strategy and Oversight Committee Charter

Name

IT Strategy and Oversight Committee

Purpose

To assist the board in giving direction and being in control on enterprise’s IT-related matters.

Responsibility

The committee should ensure that IT is a regular item on the board’s agenda and that it is addressed in a struc-
tured manner. In addition, the committee must ensure that the board has the information it needs to make 
informed decisions that are essential to achieve the ultimate objectives of IT governance. Those objectives are:
• Strategic alignment, with focus on aligning business and IT strategies
• Value delivery, concentrating on optimizing expenses and proving the value of IT
• Risk management, addressing the IT related business risks 
• Resource management, optimising IT related knowledge and resources
• Performance management, monitoring IT enabled investment and service delivery

Authority

The IT Strategy and Oversight Committee operates at the board level but does not assume the board’s  
governance accountability nor make final decisions. As an emination of the board, it assists the board on 
current and future IT-related issues.

The IT Strategy and Oversight Committee must work in partnership with the other board committees to  
provide input to, review and amend the aligned corporate and IT strategies.  Possible partnerships are with:
• The Audit Committee, on major IT risks
• The Business Strategy Committee, on value delivery and alignment
• The Compensation Committee, on performance measurement

Membership

The IT Strategy and Oversight Committee is composed of a chairman and several board members. The 
members should be selected on the basis of their knowledge and expertise in understanding the business 
impacts of information and related technology. 

The success of the IT Strategy and Oversight Committee depends on an objective and business-oriented 
understanding of the organisation’s IT issues. An effective mix of members who understand the business  
operations and can challenge IT assumptions is likely to increase the IT Oversight success in achieving its 
goals. For this reason, the committee should invite ex-officio permanent representation of key executives 
and internal or external independent experts, while remaining mindful of confidentiality requirements.

Meetings

The IT Strategy and Oversight Committee should meet when needed and as often as needed to accomplish 
its duties. The committee should report its findings and recommendations to the board. In addition, the 
committee’s meeting agenda, minutes and supporting documents should be provided to the board so that 
board members not sitting on the committee may submit their comments to the committee chairman.

Figure 2: IT Strategy and Oversight Committee Charter (Based on: IT Governance Institute, 2003)



Figure 2: IT Strategy and Oversight Committee Charter (Based on: IT Governance Institute, 2003)

Step 3: Give direction and provide oversight by 

asking critical questions

Once the IT governance accountability is established 
at board level, asking tough questions is an effective 
way to get started. Of course, those responsible for 
governance want good answers to these questions. 
Then they want action. Then they need follow-up. 
Here are some sample questions (figure 4), catego-
rized according to the role of IT within the company. 
The more you move from the support mode towards 
strategic mode, the more questions you can leverage 
from the different quadrants.  

In asking and answering these questions, a climate 
of openness and transparency should exist between 
the board and executive management on IT related 
topics, in both directions and in a language that all 
stakeholders can understand. This implies a pivotal 
role for the CIO, in providing support to the board 
on IT related topics and taking their advice towards 
further (digital) strategy. 

• Do we have fast- 
response processes 
in place in the event 
of an attack?

• Are we protected 
against possbile 
intellectual-prop-
erty-infringe-
ment-lawsuits?

Low (defensive) to high (offensive) need for new IT
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Figure 4: Asking though questions linked  
to the IT strategic impact grid (Source:  

(Nolan & Mc Farlan, 2005))

Figure 3: Recommendations for 
the audit committee

Audit Committee Recommendations 

Membership of the audit committee

• Consider the appointment of an independent 
board member within the audit committee who 
has expertise on IT governance related elements

• Consider regular invitation of the CIO to under-
stand IT related risks

Implication towards internal & external audit

• Ensure that the internal or external audit function 
has sufficient knowledge and expertise around IT 
governance and management aspect (to assess 
risk and value of IT)

Agenda

• Ensure IT related risks are yearly addressed on the 
audit committee agenda

• Are our stratgic 
IT development 
plan proceeding as 
required?

• Do we regularly 
benchmark to main-
tain our competitive 
cost structure?

• Has the strategic 
importance of IT 
changed?

• What are our cur-
rent and potential 
competitors doing 
in the area of IT?

• Do we have pro-
cesses in place that 
will enable us to 
discover and exe-
cute any strategic 
IT opportunity?

•  Is our application 
portfolio sufficient 
to deal with com-
petitive threat?



Conclusion
In our increasingly digitized economy, information 
technology (IT) has become fundamental to support, 
sustain and grow organizations. Successful organi-
zations leverage the digital innovation potential but 
also understand and manage the risks and con-
straints of technology. Previously governing board 
could delegate, ignore or avoid IT decisions, but the 
disruptive new technologies are increasingly being 
felt at board level. Emerging research calls for more 
board level engagement in enterprise governance of 
IT and identifies serious consequences for digitized 
organizations in case the board in not involved. Yet, 
it appears that enterprise technology governance 
competence remains the ‘elephant in the boardroom’ 
in most boardrooms.

This briefing provides guidance on the what, why 
and how boards can take up their accountability 
in governing the digital assets. By developing such 
tools, we hope to contribute to facilitating board 
members to gradually engage in decision-making 
and control of digitals assets. 

 



In the context of this research program, we organized a workshop during which we discussed the 
why, what and how of board-level IT governance with a group of 12 board members. Below, you 
will find some quotes that were articulated during the workshop. 

What is board level IT governance?

Why should non-executive boards address IT governance?

How can boards address IT governance?

BOARD LEVEL IT GOVERNANCE 
RESEARCH PROJECT

“I think boards should be more involved with ICT discussions, in the same manner as they traditional-
ly do on finance and legal. Certainly when you have a company where ICT is core to the execution of 
your strategy, which is most organizations became a de-facto truth .

Board Member, Workshop Participant

“You have to make a good evaluation of what your strategy is and how crucial ICT is realizing your 
strategy. Also, I think it is important that you make an evaluation of the competences and the comple-
mentarity of your board because you can only discuss ICT at board level when you have enough, what 
I would call, IT savviness at board level.”

Board Member, Workshop Participant

“Board IT Governance is related to the fundamental mission of the board, which is strategy and over-
sight. Given the nature of IT, I am of the opinion that the board should have an integrated approach 
on IT issues, because they will affect at the end of the day every element, every component of the 
business. It may evolve, it may be at different degrees in certain business components, but at the end 
of the day the entire organization will be affected.”

Board Member, Workshop Participant

“Introduce the right people with the right background in the board. Because if you have a big legal 
issue, you also introduce your lawyers on that. But make sure you have people who focus on it from a 
business perspective also, that is very important.”

Board Member, Workshop Participant

“Asking the right questions, first. Discuss what can happen in our strategy regarding technological de-
velopments. And asking the right questions is actually not that difficult. What is going on in the world? 
Do we think about this? What type of scenarios do we see? What type of methodologies do we use?”

Board Member, Workshop Participant

“Asking critical questions is a responsibility of every board member, regardless of whether he’s a law-
yer or a finance specialist or manager or what have you. You have to have sector knowledge, you have 
to understand what the heartbeat of the organization is, and you have to do your homework related to 
technological developments, what is going on in the world.”

Board Member, Workshop Participant
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